
SUKKAH ROOF ASSEMBLEY INSTRUCTIONS

STAGE 1 (a):  BRACKETS  Once your sukkah is standing place
the L shaped bracket INSIDE the upright poles of your sukkah
(see fig 1)
(If you have rubbers in the top of the pole remove them with a
pliers)

Please note: there are 2 brackets for the right side & 2 for
the left & they are not interchangeable.

STAGE 1 (b):  Now insert the square long bars into the brackets,
with the protruding squares facing inward.
(see fig 2)

STAGE 2: Divide the rings equaly per number of arched poles;
then slip them onto each arched pole.
Insert the arched poles into the square corners. (see fig 3)

                                                Fig 3a

STAGE 3: ROOF MATERIAL The roof material has
compartments in which to slide the supporting beams. The
beams are in individual packets; the contents of each packet
join together to form 1 pole.
Make 1 pole at a time (see fig. 4).
Slide each pole into its own pocket in the roof material (see fig.
5).
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Fig 6

STAGE 4: ATTACHING ROOF MATERIAL TO THE ARCHED POLES  Now place the
material between the top of the sukkah & under the arched poles with the clips facing
up. Note the supporting poles lie perpendicular to the arched poles.
Now attach the clips to the rings on the arched poles. (fig 6)

STAGE 5: PULLEY SYSTEM   Please study the diagram (fig7) before reading on.

You will find 2 pulleys. There is a hole in the middle of each horizontal pole, fasten the
pulleys to the center of both horizontal poles with the bolts, with the roller face down.

For the (2x2)m and (2x3)m Roof, make a small incision in the centre of the one end of
the roof material. For the (3x3)m and (3x4)m Roof, this is not necessary because they
attach to the middle pole.

Now take the rope & fold it in half, you will need to attach the centre of the rope to the
middle of the end of the material. (see fig 7) On the (2x2) & (2x3) this is done by inserting
it through the incision & tying around the last pole, & on the 3x3 & 3x4 you attach it to
the bottom of the last clip. Now pass each end over the material & through each pulley.
(see fig 8)
Finally attach the other end of the material to the square cross pole by pushing the last
rings over the end of the arched poles.
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